Ormiston Chadwick Academy directions
By Road:From Liverpool A562 Speke Road
Leave the A562 at the Widnes exit (last exit before the Mersey Gateway Bridge) following the signs for Halton
Stadium, stay in the left hand lane.
At the first set of traffic lights turn left staying in the left hand lane
At the next set of traffic lights take the left exit onto Lowerhouse Lane.
At the roundabout, take the first exit onto Dundalk Road.
** Continue along Dundalk Road to the traffic lights at the end of the road, turn right onto Hale Road.
At the next set of traffic lights continue straight along Hale Road
At the next set of traffic lights turn left onto Liverpool Road (B5178)
The entrance to Ormiston Chadwick Academy is on the right after the Post Office and houses.
From Liverpool M62
Leave the M62 at Junction 6, follow the signs for Cronton (A5080 Cronton Road).
Continue along the A5080 until the traffic lights in Cronton Village (you will have passed the Unicorn Pub on your
left) turn right at the lights onto Chapel Lane.
Continue on Chapel Lane to the roundabout (Four Topped Oak pub on your right)
At the roundabout take the second exit onto Prescot Road you will pass the Wellington Pub on your left after the
railway bridge.
At the traffic lights turn right onto Liverpool Road (B5178) Ormiston Chadwick Academy is on the right after about
500 yards.
From Warrington M62
Leave the M62 at Junction 7, take the first exit (A57 Warrington Road) at the crossroads turn right onto Wilmere
Lane (B5419).
Continue on Wilmere Lane to the traffic lights and turn right onto Lunts Heath Road. At the roundabout take the
first exit onto Birchfield Road (B5419)
Follow Birchfield Road until you reach a major crossroads with traffic lights (Widnes Fellowship Centre will be to
your left) at the lights turn right onto Leigh Avenue (B5178)
Continue to the traffic lights and follow the road through the lights. The road is still the B5178 but is now
Liverpool Road.
Continue along Liverpool Road until you reach the next major crossroads with traffic lights.
Continue along Liverpool Road straight on through the lights
The entrance to Ormiston Chadwick Academy is on the right after the Post Office and houses.
From M56
Leave M56 at Junction 12 for Runcorn, follow the signs for Widnes (A533)
On the Mersey Gateway bridge stay in the middle lane and take the second exit signposted for Widnes town
centre and Halton Stadium.
Take the right hand lane on the exit slip lane, and turn right at the traffic lights.
Approaching the next set of traffic lights you are going to be turning right again, move into the left hand lane of
the two turning right.
At the first set of traffic lights, carry straight on.
At the next set of traffic lights turn left onto Lowerhouse Lane
At the roundabout take the first exit onto Dundalk Road – follow the directions as per A562 Speke Road above **

IMPORTANT NOTICE
If you are crossing the River Mersey using the Mersey Gateway crossing between Runcorn and Widnes,
please note that the Mersey Gateway crossing is a tolled bridge without toll booths.
Information will be given at the AGM for anyone needing to pay the toll charge.

By Rail: The nearest station is Hough Green Station which is also located on the B5178 Liverpool Road

